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A Confederate General from Big Sur,
Dreaming of Babylon, and The Hawkline
Monster
2014-04-22

this cult classic from the author of trout fishing in
america reads like a spaghetti western crossed with
frankenstein viewed through an opium haze the sunday
times the celebrated poet novelist and guru of the
1960s san francisco literary scene richard brautigan
brings his highly original gonzo style to this surreal
parody western the time is 1902 the setting eastern
oregon in the ice caves underneath professor hawkline s
house a deadly monster lurks it s already turned the
professor into an elephant foot umbrella stand and now
his two beautiful daughters have hired a pair of
gunslingers to put a stop to the mayhem but hawkline
manor is full of curiosities and secrets like the
professor s underground laboratory where his work on
the chemicals remains unfinished and as the gunslingers
pursue their peculiar quarry they encounter monstrous
mischief amorous advances and evil that is all too
human bursting with colour humour and imagery brautigan
s virtuoso prose is rooted in his rural past the
guardian

Afrique Sur Seine
2006-09

addresses the development since the 1950s of a new type
of francophone african novel created by first
generation african authors living in france this book
examines how these authors men and women part from
mainstream african literature by exploring more
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personal avenues while retaining a shared interest in
the community of african emigrants

Big Sur and the Canyon
2005-10

big sur and the canyon set on california s central
coast is a thrilling at times humorous tale of perhaps
the most magnificent terrain in america s national
forests high adventure mix with poetic and vivid
descriptions of life in the backcountry the interior of
the ventana wilderness forest fires camping backpacking
near death experiences along with the spiritual
intensity of what livingstone calls his cathedral of
the forest dot these pages in the midst of the great
freedom hikers and horsemen know in the wild and
beautiful interior redwood canyons streams and
waterfalls to the high open dry country along the coast
ridge a mile above the vast blue pacific steinbeck
referred to these mountains as eden and as the dark and
mysterious santa lucias in his great novel east of eden
in this book with its many descriptions the ventana is
the garden of eden an arduous and sometimes dangerous
teacher but truly free what they say about best selling
author harrison edward livingstone s novels and non
fiction a triumph the new york times about david
johnson passed through here under the pen name of john
fairfield about the wild rose a foursquare sea novel in
the tradition of herman melville prof william alfred
harvard university very good writing publisher s weekly
monumental investigation the guardian

Richard Brautigan's A Confederate
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General from Big Sur, Dreaming of
Babylon, and The Hawkline Monster
1991

richard brautigan was the author of ten novels
including a contemporary classic trout fishing in
america nine volumes of poetry and a collection of
stories here are three brautigan novels a confederate
general from b ig sir dreaming of babylon and the
hawkline monster reissues in a one volume omnibus
edition

Jungle Passports
2021-08-06

since the nineteenth century a succession of states has
classified the inhabitants of what are now the
borderlands of northeast india and bangladesh as muslim
frontier peasants savage mountaineers and christian
ethnic minorities suspecting them to be disloyal
subjects spies and traitors in jungle passports malini
sur follows the struggles of these people to secure
shifting land gain access to rice harvests and smuggle
the cattle and garments upon which their livelihoods
depend against a background of violence scarcity and
india s construction of one of the world s longest and
most highly militarized border fences jungle passports
recasts established notions of citizenship and mobility
along violent borders sur shows how the division of
sovereignties and distinct regimes of mobility and
citizenship push undocumented people to undertake
perilous journeys across previously unrecognized
borders every day paying close attention to the forces
that shape the life worlds of deportees refugees
farmers smugglers migrants bureaucrats lawyers clergy
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and border troops she reveals how reciprocity and
kinship and the enforcement of state violence
illegality and border infrastructures shape the margins
of life and death combining years of ethnographic and
archival fieldwork her thoughtful and evocative book is
a poignant testament to the force of life in our era of
closed borders insularity and illegal migration

Richard Brautigan
2006-11-14

best known for his novel trout fishing in america
american writer richard gary brautigan 1935 1984
published eleven novels ten poetry collections and two
story collections as well as five volumes of collected
work several nonfiction essays and a record album of
spoken voice recordings brautigan s idiosyncratic style
and humor caused him to be identified with the
counterculture movement of the 1960s the authors of
many of these 32 essays knew brautigan personally and
professionally others came to know and respect him
through a cultivated connection with his writings the
essays many of which are new others of which were
published in obscure journals combine personal
remembrance of the man and critical appraisal of his
still controversial works includes previously
unpublished photographs and artworks

Big Sur
2012-05-03

in 1960 jack kerouac was near breaking point driven mad
by constant press attention in the wake of the
publication of on the road he needed to get away to
solitude again or die so he withdrew to a cabin in big
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sur on the californian coast the resulting novel in
which his autobiographical hero jack duluoz wrestles
with doubt alcohol dependency and his urge towards self
destruction is one of kerouac s most personal and
searingly honest works ending with the poem sea sounds
of the pacific ocean at big sur it shows a man coming
down from his hedonistic youth and trying to come to
terms with fame the world and himself

The Betrayal of Tradition
2005

this collection of essays by eminent traditionalists
and contemporary thinkers throws into sharp relief many
of the urgent problems of today

Self-Portrait with Dogwood
2017-01-16

in the course of researching dogwood trees beloved poet
and essayist christopher merrill realized that a number
of formative moments in his life had some connection to
the tree named according to one writer because its
fruit was not fit for a dog as he approached his
sixtieth birthday merrill began to compose a self
portrait alongside this tree whose lifespan is
comparable to a human s and that from an early age he s
regarded as a talisman dogwoods have never been far
from merrill s view at significant moments throughout
his life helping to shape his understanding of place in
the great chain of being entwined in his experience is
the conviction that our relationship to the natural
world is central to our walk in the sun the feeling of
a connection to nature has become more acute as his
life has taken him to distant corners of the earth
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often to war zones where he has witnessed not only
humankind s propensity for violence and evil but also
the enduring power of connections that can be forged
across languages borders and politics dogwoods teach us
persistence humility and wonder self portrait with
dogwood is no ordinary memoir but rather the work of a
traveler who has crisscrossed the country and the globe
in search of ways to make sense of his time here
merrill provides new ways of thinking about personal
history the environment politics faith and the power of
the written word in his descriptions of places far and
near many outside of the average american s purview a
besieged city in bosnia a hidden path in a taiwanese
park tolstoy s country house in russia a castle in
slovakia a blossoming dogwood at daybreak in seattle
the reader s understanding of the world will flourish
as well

Sleep Research
1993

a french song companion is an indispensable guide to
the modern repertoire and the most comprehensive book
of french melodie in any language noted accompanist
graham johnson provides repertoire guides to the work
of over 150 composers the majority of them from france
but including british american german spanish and
italian musicians who have written french vocal music
the book contains major articles on faure duparc
debussy ravel and poulenc as well as essays on bizet
chabrier gounod chausson hahn and satie and important
reassessments of such composers as massenet koechlin
and leguerney the book combines these articles with the
complete texts in english of over 700 songs all
translated by richard stokes making it also a treasury
of french poetry from the fifteenth through the
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twentieth centuries the translations alone will prove
invaluable to music lovers and performers combined with
the biographical articles they become the ideal map for
exploring this exciting and diverse repertoire

A French Song Companion
2002

the author of soul and sensuality guides readers on
sacred pilgrimages to eight spiritually significant
destinations the ganges in india st catherine s on mt
sinai big sur in california and more 40 color photos

SACRED JOURNEYS IN A MODERN WORLD
1998-04-15

an investigation into the brain s chemistry and the
mechanisms of chemically altered states of
consciousness in this book j allan hobson offers a new
understanding of altered states of consciousness based
on knowledge of how our brain chemistry is balanced
when we are awake and how that balance shifts when we
fall asleep and dream he draws on recent research that
enables us to explain how psychedelic drugs work to
disturb that balance and how similar imbalances may
cause depression and schizophrenia he also draws on
work that expands our understanding of how certain
drugs can correct imbalances and restore the brain s
natural equilibrium hobson explains the chemical
balance concept in terms of what we know about the
regulation of normal states of consciousness over the
course of the day by brain chemicals called
neuromodulators he presents striking confirmation of
the principle that every drug that has transformative
effects on consciousness interacts with the brain s own
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consciousness altering chemicals in the section called
the medical drugstore hobson describes drugs used to
counteract anxiety and insomnia to raise and lower mood
and to eliminate or diminish the hallucinations and
delusions of schizophrenia he discusses the risks
involved in their administration including the
possibility of new disorders caused by indiscriminate
long term use in the recreational drugstore hobson
discusses psychedelic drugs narcotic analgesia and
natural drugs he also considers the distinctions
between legitimate and illegitimate drug use in the
concluding psychological drugstore he discusses the
mind as an agent not just the mediator of change and
corrects many erroneous assumptions and practices that
hinder the progress of psychoanalysis

The Dream Drugstore
2002-08-23

in the marriage of aesthetics and ethics fifteen
authors reflect on the nature of friendship and love
and on the complex relation between art and morality

States of Brain and Mind
2013-12-19

this book presents a comparative study of tristan tzara
1896 1963 and mário de andrade 1893 1945 analysing
their contributions to oral language traditions and to
the body of criticism on modernism this is the first
work to offer an analysis of tzara s posthumously
published prose personnage d insomnie and the first in
the english language that explores de andrade s
libretto for the opera café as well as other examples
of their poetry and prose the romanian jewish poet and
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writer tzara later a naturalised french citizen became
a central figure in the european avant garde from 1916
when he took part in the dada movement mario de andrade
the brazilian poet writer and musicologist of mixed
origins was a contemporary of tzara and a similarly
central figure in the 1922 são paulo modern art week
that defined brazilian modernism both emerged from very
different backgrounds but they followed a parallel
creative path this book discusses their research and
adaptation of various language manifestations
ethnopoetics and folk traditions that led them to the
creation of distinct and individual styles the
historical and socio political events of the late 1930s
would later prompt both authors to develop militant
poetics through chronologically compatible case studies
the reader will discover that tzara and de andrade
alongside their playful language actively criticised
cultural imperialism and advocated against hate
journeys can be physical and intellectual they can
crisscross leave traces and overlap this book takes the
reader from two starting points a small romanian town
in the foothills of the carpathians and a two storey
house in an unusually tranquil street in são paulo
brazil to the heart of the twentieth century avant
garde as it shows tristan tzara and mário de andrade
traversed borders and geographical points and their
poetics meet in mozambique parisian cafés and bantu
chants

To Designate the Big Sur National
Scenic Area and Other Miscellaneous
Bills
1987

reproduction of the original
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The Marriage of Aesthetics and Ethics
2015-08-25

australian mathematician christos studies neural
networks memory and learning and adaptive systems he
presents a theory of how memory is stored processed
retrieved and manipulated proposes ideas of how the
brain can generate novel information and creative ideas
contemplates what the brain may be doing during
dreaming and delivers his theory about the cause of
sudden infant syndrome he tries to keep the discussion
accessible to general readers but hopes scientists may
also find interest in it

Tristan Tzara and Mário de Andrade's
Journeys from Ethnography to the
Avant-Garde
2021-05-14

dreaming is the cognitive state uniquely experienced by
humans and integral to our creativity the survival
characteristic that allows for the rapid change and
innovation that defines our species and provides the
basis for our art philosophy science and humanity yet
there is little empiric or scientific evidence
supporting the generally accepted dream based theories
of neuroconsciousness dream science examines the
cognitive science of dreaming and offers an evidence
based view of the phenomenon today such evidence based
breakthroughs in the field of dream science are
altering our understanding of consciousness different
forms of dreaming consciousness occur throughout sleep
and dreamlike states extend into wake each dream state
is developed on a framework of memories emotions
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representational images and electrophysiology amenable
to studies utilizing emerging and evolving technology
dream science discusses basic insights into the
scientific study of dreaming including the limits to
traditional freudian based dream theory and the more
modern evidence based science it also includes coverage
of the processes of memory and parasomnias the sleep
disturbance diagnoses related to dreaming this
comprehensive book is a scientific exploration of the
mind brain interface and a look into the future of
dream science provides a more evidence based approach
than any other work on the market single source of
integrated information on all aspects of dream science
makes this a critical time saving reference for
researchers and clinicians authored by one of the
leaders in the field of dream research

Authors and Subjects
1880

this is the first in depth study of the twelve modiano
texts specifically concerned with life writing in
autobiographical and biographical cum historiographical
projects the texts covered range from la place de l
étoile 1968 through to la petite bijou 2001 close
textual analysis is combined with a theoretical
approach based on current thinking in autobiography
biography and reader response modiano s use of
autofiction and biofiction is analysed in the light of
his continuing obsession with both personal trauma and
history as well as his problematic relationship with
his paternally inherited jewish links his view of
identity of self and other is thus discussed in
relation to a particular literary and socio historical
context french postmodern post world war ii and post
holocaust
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Lisez Sur Le Sujet
2002

in this book cinque takes a generative perspective on
typological questions relating to word order and to the
syntax of relative clauses in particular cinque looks
at the position of the head vis à vis the relative
clause in relation to the position of the verb vis à
vis his object a general cross linguistic analysis of
correlatives the need to distinguish a sentence grammar
from a discourse grammar type of non restrictives with
languages differing as to whether they possess both one
the other or neither a selective type of extraction
from relative clauses and a tentative sketch of a more
ample work in progress on a unified analysis of
externally headed internally headed and headless
relative clauses

Index-catalogue of the Library of the
Surgeon-General's Office, United
States Army
1882

the final judgement is here my sisters hate their gifts
but they don t know how lucky they are they have a home
and family i have nothing but i am courage and i know
my purpose i exist for one reason only to complete the
judgement olivia is blind yet sees and what she sees
she keeps to herself her father conspires for control
while olivia does her own plotting with forces that
only she understands now time is running out and
choices that will impact the world must be made book 6
of 6 in the judgement of the six series book 6 of 6 in
the judgement of the six companion series
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Nouveau Dictionnaire Anglais-français
Et Français-anglais...
1862

from the ancients to the present day the importance of
sleep has seldom been disputed but it has never had top
billing in comparison to other components of healthy
living now however it seems that the combined critical
mass of research the needs of the population and the
shifting weight of professional interest is pushing
sleep to the academic and research forefront the oxford
handbook of sleep and sleep disorders provides a
comprehensive and state of the art review of knowledge
about current research and clinical developments in
normal and abnormal sleep the handbook comprises three
sections section i covers the basics of normal sleep
its functions and its relationships to emotions
cognitions performance psychopathology and public
health and safety issues section ii addresses abnormal
sleep including disorders like insomnia parasomnias
circadian rhythm disorders and sleep apnea an informed
classification of sleep wake disorders is presented
along with a protocol for assessing sleep wake
complaints and evidence based treatment options section
iii provides a developmental perspective on sleep and
sleep problems in childhood adolescence and in late
life and a discussion of sleep disturbances in selected
special populations written by eminent international
experts from diverse fields of study and clinical
backgrounds this handbook is a comprehensive resource
that will meet the needs of clinicians researchers and
trainees with an interest in the multidisciplinary and
emerging field of sleep medicine
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A Garden of Girls; Or, Famous
Schoolgirls of Former Days
2023-09-05

originally published in 1986 the emphasis in this book
is on dreaming rather than sleeping this reflected the
recent emergence of interest in dreaming among
professionals in the general public and across
disciplines at the time each chapter offers a review of
its area with pertinent references selected references
are annotated the annotated references represent the
cutting edge of the area under review or are classical
historically important pieces or studies that represent
a key turning point therefore the number of annotations
varies from chapter to chapter this book gives the
reader a basic grounding in what we know about the
sleep state and then details sleep mentation or
dreaming although this book is not totally
comprehensive it will give the reader a good look at
the basic sleep phenomena and a more detailed look at
contemporary work on dreaming

Memory and Dreams
2003

Dream Science
2014-02-05

Present Pasts
2005-01-01
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The Old Coyote of Big Sur
1995

Typological Studies
2014-02-04

(Sur)real
2017-11-14

The Oxford Handbook of Sleep and
Sleep Disorders
2011-04-01

Série, Recherches Sur Les Arts
1993

Lost Lands, Forgotten Realms
(EasyRead Super Large 18pt Edition)
1907

Notice sur Ossian Bonnet
2017-09-07
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Sleep and Dreams
1967

Sur deux notes, sur deux rives ...
1968

Colloque International Sur
L'électronique Nucléaire
1992

Compte Rendu Du ... Congrès
International Sur Le Siècle Des
Lumiéres
1990

Vincent Van Gogh: Arles, February
1888 - Auver-sur-Oise, July 1890
1995

Actes du VIe Congrès européen sur les
cultures d'Amérique latine aux États-
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